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There is a Virtual Sailor for Windows in good quality, with the same configuration, Windows and Mac. It's very good. It has a nice shipyard that allows you the same configuration as the shipyard of the actual Virtual Sailor for Windows. It's a great version with interesting features and good geometry ! This virtual Sailor are made for Windows or Mac and comes
with an easy interface. There is a screen that can be shown by double clicking on Sailor or virtual Sailor or virtual Sailor NG. This screen contains all the features of the simulator and allows to configure the level and sail the ships. All the features of the PC versions of Virtual Sailor NG are available, in front and on the left of the screen. On the right there is a screen
for displaying the logbook and viewing the shipyard and the ships. The right part of the screen is dedicated to the navigation. On the top of the screen, there are the following menus : * Online / Offline Mode * Ships * Shipyard * Navigator's Logbook * Hardware / Ships * Network Settings * Control * Statistics The following screen is dedicated to the ships, with a

zoom in and zoom out, so you can see the model on the ships and see the ships in detail. The options available in the options of the screen, are the following : * Ships position * Autorotation of the ship * Autorotation of the engine * Autorotation of the bow * Autorotation of the rudder * Flotation * Main engine status * Outboard engine status * Reversing *
Autorotation of propellers  * Autorotation of rudders  * Throttle * Helm * Mast * Use the hanger * GFCI * Lighting * Music * Speed * Altitude * Arc * Radiomarine  * Physics (Simple) * Physics (Advanced) * Physics (Decoupled) * Physics (Strong) *
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Virtual Sailor is a virtual sailing simulator for Windows. Main features: - Accurate wave dynamics over the sea and under water. - Accurate sailing and motorboat. - Accurate wind and weather simulator. - Accurate wind speed. - Accurate flow simulator. - Accurate sail shape and ship shape. - Different types of waves. - Simulation of currents. - Realistic sound
effects. - Ability to change game settings and navigation. - Ability to change control settings. - Ability to install additional software. fffad4f19a
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